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SPM
There are people who in life refuse 

to be defined by numbers. 

For all those who challenge conventions there is 

Ushare, an experience that goes beyond numbers.  

Ushare 
Social Profit Marketing

Ushare® is a trademark of SPM srl

monetize your

experience



You can be the author 
of your success!



Ushare Marketing Plan
Social Profit Marketing

DTCircle® is a product of DTSocialize ltd whose products are distributed by SPM srl | DTCircle® is a trademark of DTSocialize ltd, USHARE® is a trademark of SPM srl

You will have no obligation to purchase our products and services and you will never be obliged to make minimum purchases to maintain qualification levels, as the 

Compensation Plan is designed to give our Sharers the opportunity, according to the sales volumes directly and indirectly developed, to access the qualification 

levels set out in the Compensation Plan. 

You will decide how much time to devote to your Sharer business, earning in a 100% meritocratic system. 

DTCircle is an entrepreneurial project of DTSocialize ltd company under Maltese law whose products and services are marketed and distributed by SPM srl.



INFORMATIONS
SELECTION 2

Ushare 
helps your create 
a secure future!



An opportunity 
to create WEALTH 
in a booming market
We are pleased that you have chosen to collaborate with SPM srl, a partner engaged in the promotion, marketing and distribution of the products and 

services of DTSocialize ltd and in the international diffusion of its commercial initiative: the DTCircle ecosystem, a world full of tools and technologies 

aimed at make each individual owner and beneficiary of their data on the web. 

With your commitment, which will represent for you a know-how and a baggage that will accompany you forever if you wish. 

Soonest you will understand the effectiveness of the services and products included in the DTCircle ecosystem, and how much they are required, you will 

be even more motivated to promote and share them to others; your possible profit as a Sharer will depend on the commitment you will dedicate to the 

activity and the explanation of the products and services, as well as the opportunity they represent, thus creating a sales team made up of people 

sponsored by you (that will also be classified as Sharers of SPM srl).



Sign Up 
for FreeAsk to become 

a Sharer
The appointment to Sharer is free, except for an annual fee, as reimbursement of the 

administrative costs incurred by SPM srl for the management of your Sharer position for 

the amount indicated in the IVD Appointment Letter. 

No products and / or services to be compulsorily purchased by the Sharer. 

You will have access to our social network and a personal back office, through which 

you can monitor your activity and that of the other Sharers that make up your sales 

team.



Terms

Reveneu

Revenues (also Rev) are the cumulative points over time and without expiry that are used 

to quantify the personal and sales team activity. They also serve to determine your 

qualification progress within the Compensation Plan and possible future objectives. 

€ 1 of developed turnover (calculated on promoted and successful sales) is equivalent to 

0.80 Rev. 

REVs can be accumulated over time and will never be reset 

Scores and qualifications

Since the Rev. do not reset, the progression of the qualification levels that can be reached 

is simpler compared to other Compensation Plans of companies operating in the direct 

sales / mlm sector. An additional advantage of this system is that there is no time limit for 

reaching a certain qualification. Furthermore, once you reach the qualification level, it 

cannot be lost, and you can, if anything, progress within the Compensation Plan. The 

various states of the world are classified into 3 different bands (A-B-C) according to the 

average per capita income. These three different bands allow the achievement of 

qualifications with different Rev number between one band and another

Commissions

Therefore, commissions will be calculated on the sales of products and services, directly 

and indirectly promoted (successful operations). For the purposes of calculating the 

aforementioned commissions, the VAT applicable on these products and services will not 

be taken into account, as well as any shipping and delivery costs. 

Commissions are paid monthly with the following rule: 
• 70% Payable by bank transfer to the current account indicated by you, in euros 

• 30% DTCoin exchangeable in the reference market 



CARREER 
PLAN

SECTION 3



SPMYou can access to the 
Ushare Marketing plan

You will be accompanied and guided, step by step, by the team and by a tried and tested 

successful system, which will allow you, thanks to the training, to understand and apply 

the method to achieve your results.

Start earning with I

Social Profit Marketing



Carreer

from Start* 

To Diamond

PART 1

* the start qualification is immediate, the subsequent ones come into force from the first of the month 

following the achievement of the same

START 

Bracket A - 1.000 Rev 

Bracket B - 500 Rev 

Bracket C - 125 Rev

* To obtain the qualifications from Emerald you can use a Max of 50% of the REV resulting from a single line. REVs can be 

accumulated over time and will never be reset. 

 

The Total Rev varies according to the three 

bands provided by the marketing plan

PEARL 

Bracket A - 5.000 Rev 

Bracket B - 2.500 Rev 

Bracket C - 625 Rev

SAPPHIRE 

Bracket A - 15.000 Rev 

Bracket B - 7.500 Rev 

Bracket C - 1.875 Rev

RUBY 

Bracket A - 30.000 Rev 

Bracket B - 15.000 Rev 

Bracket C - 3.750 Rev

EMERALD 

Bracket A - 60.000 Rev 

Bracket B - 30.000 Rev 

Bracket C - 7.500 Rev

DIAMOND 

Bracket A - 150.000 Rev 

Bracket B - 75.000 Rev 

Bracket C - 18.750 Rev

Personal 
or group

1 Start 
1° Level

2 Start 
  

1° Level 
In different lines

3 Start 
  

1° Level 
In different lines

2 Pearl 
  

1 Sapphire 
In different lines

1 Ruby 
  

2 Sapphire 
In different lines



from Blue Diamond 

To Double Black Diamond

BLUE DIAMOND 

Bracket A - 300.000 Rev 

Bracket B - 150.000 Rev 

Bracket C - 37.500 Rev

GREEN DIAMOND 

Bracket A - 750.000 Rev 

Bracket B - 375.000 Rev 

Bracket C - 93..750 Rev

PURPLE DIAMOND 

Bracket A - 1.750.000 Rev 

Bracket B - 875.000 Rev 

Bracket C - 218.750 Rev

RED DIAMOND 

Bracket A - 6.000.000 Rev 

Bracket B - 3.000.000 Rev 

Bracket C - 750.000 Rev

BLACK DIAMOND 

Bracket A - 15.000.000 Rev 

Bracket B - 7.500.000 Rev 

Bracket C - 1.875.000 Rev

DOUBLE BLACK DIAMOND 

  Bracket A - 35.000.000 Rev 

  Bracket B - 17.000.000 Rev 

  Bracket C - 4.375.000 Rev

Carreer

PART 2

The Total Rev varies according to the three 

bands provided by the marketing plan

* To obtain the qualifications from Emerald you can use a Max of 50% of the REV resulting from a single line. REVs can be 

accumulated over time and will never be reset. 

 

3 Diamond 
In different lines

3 Red Diamond 
In different lines

1 Diamond 
  

2 Emerald 
In different lines

1 Blue Diamond 
  

2 Diamond 

In different lines

1 Green Diamond 
  

2 Blue Diamond 

In different lines

1 Purple Diamond 
  

2 Blue Diamond 

In different lines



R
Qualification Requirements
To achieve your qualification regardless of the A, B or C bracket of your direct or downline, the QUALIFICATION and REV requirements must 

always be met in addition to the 50% clause. 

If you were in BAND A and you have one or more lines in BAND B or C to reach your qualification, in addition to the condition of their 

qualification, the REV corresponding to the qualification requested in BAND A are also required. 

Example 1: 

You are in LEVEL A to achieve the BLUE DIAMOND qualification 300,000 Rev is required 

1 Diamond with 150,000 Rev and 2 Emerald with 60,000 Rev 

In case your Diamond is in Band C, (therefore it has the qualification with 18.750 Rev) in addition to the Diamond qualification, 150.000 Rev is 

required as required by the Diamond qualification of the Band A 

Example 2: 

You are in LEVEL C to reach the BLUE DIAMOND qualification you need 37.500 Rev 

1 Diamond with 18.750 Rev and 2 Emerald with 7.500 Rev 

In case your Diamond is in RANGE A (therefore it has reached the qualification with 150.000 Rev) the required requirement is completely 

satisfied.



5 
EARNING 
METHODS

SEZIONE 4



5 Earning Method
Ushare® offers one of the most coveted marketing plan, on the market today: 5 earning methods! 

Ushare® offers you the opportunity to earn commissions every month. 

The compensation plan that you will see is meritocratic and will immediately give you the opportunity to obtain excellent earnings from your work.

Rank 
Bonus

Team 
Bonus

Matching 
Bonus

Direct 
Bonus

1 2 3 4

Fast Start 
Bonus

5



DDirect 
Bonus

On sales of products and services to the  customers you 

personally procure (direct customers) you will receive 

direct commissions (which for the purposes of the 

Marketing Plan we will name "DIRECT BONUS"), as 

indicated below: 

 



Direct Bonus 
15% on REV
The Direct Bonus is calculated on the purchase of the 

Ucard by the customer; the Ucard is necessary to be able 

to purchase the DTCircle ecosystem products and services 

in the dedicated Shop area in the Ushare dashboard 

The table below shows some Ucard denominations (in 

euro) as an example (to find out all the Ucard 

denominations, access the dashboard 

www.ushare.marketing 

Some Ucards are visible ONLY in Countries of Bracket A or 

in Bracket B and C and others in all Three Bands as 

indicated in the table.

Ucard REV BONUS 
BALANCE COMMISSIONS BRACKET

20 16 2,4 € C

40 32 4,8 € B / C

100 80 12 € A / B / C

500 400 5% 60 € A / B / C

1.500 1200 10% 180 € A / B / C

2.000 1.600 15% 240 € A / B / C

6.000 4.800 18% 720 € A / B / C

12.000 9.600 20% 1440 € A / B / C

Discover all the Ucard’s size here: 

https://dashboard.ushare.marketing/

http://www.ushare.marketing


D
It is the direct commission that you will receive with every purchase made by a direct customer. 

You will earn 15% of the revenue (REV) generated by the purchases of your direct customers. 

Example 

You present a customer who purchases a Ucard of 1500 € (15% = 1200 Rev.) Your commission will be 180 €

Who the 
Direct Bonus works



TTeam 
Bonus
By creating your team you will be entitled to attractive 
direct and team BONUS.  

( which for convenience for the purposes of the 
Compensation Plan we will appoint "TEAM BONUS”. )  

These bonuses are designed to reward you with the help 
and support you offer to those who join your team.  
The more you help them on their path to success, the 
greater your bonuses will be. 
 



TTeam Bonus

QUALIFICATION BONUS

START 3%

PEARL 5%

SHAPPIRE 7%

RUBY 9%

EMERALD 11%

DIAMOND 13%

As the Ucards are purchased by the Sharers of your team, these will give rise to REV on which your Team Bonus 

will be calculated in a 10 career level system, for entrepreneurial difference. 

The Bonus Team will be yours for life.

To achieve the Team Bonus you will have to own a Ucard, with a minimum value of € 100 and three direct member with a Ucard of € 100 each.  
For some states a € 20 or € 40 Ucard is provided ( Bracket B or C ), in line with the economy of the analogue country.

QUALIFICATION BONUS

BLUE DIAMOND 15%

GREEN DIAMOND 18%

PURPLE DIAMOND 21%

RED DIAMOND 25%

BLACK DIAMOND 27%

DOUBLE BLACK DIAMOND 29%



1.000 Rev 

3% Team Bonus

START

Team Bonus

FIRST STEPS

To earn on the whole team you must have: 

• Nr. 1 personal Ucard* (Bracket A min. 100€) 

• Nr. 3 directs Ucard (Bracket A min. 100€) 

*  1 once in a lifetime 

To be eligible for the TEAM BONUS 

minimum 1,000 Rev total and you qualify START



T
To qualify and access this important Bonus, which will be your passive income from the Team, you will need to have a Ucard with a minimum value of € 100 

and three direct members with a € 100 Ucard, each. For some states a € 40 Ucard is provided, in line with the economy of the country of reference. 

 

In this way, your position will be enabled for the team bonus and you will be entitled to receive the bonus monthly based on the team's production. This 

bonus works by entrepreneurial difference. It is therefore clear how important it is to reach the highest qualifications as soon as possible. 

See practical example on the next page.

Who the 
Team Bonus works



Team Bonus

EXAMPLE

• You are in Diamond qualification (6th level) and you will 

receive 13% commission on the production of REV generated 

by the team. Let's assume that there is a qualified Start 

person in your downline. So your commission will be 13% - 

3% = 10%. 

• Your second person, for example, is Sapphire qualified, so he 

will be entitled to a 7% commission therefore your 

commission will be 13% - 7% = 6%. 

• For example, your third person is qualified as Pearl, therefore 

you will be entitled to a 5% commission therefore your 

commission will be 13% - 5% = 8%.

13% 

Team Bonus

DIAMOND

START 3%
13 - 3 = 10% 

SHAPPIRE 7%
13 - 7 = 6% 

PEARL 5%
13 - 5 = 8% 



MTeam Leader 
Commissions 
from Sapphire
These commissions for team leaders from Sapphire 

qualification onwards (which for convenience for 

the purposes of the Compensation Plan we will 

appoint "MATCHING BONUS" are an additional 

incentive for "leader" Sharers who have supported 

and helped their team achieve qualifications. 

Everyone's growth is essential to achieve true and 

lasting economic satisfaction. 



MMatching 
Bonus

LEVEL SAPPHIRE RUBY EMERALD DIAMOND BLUE D. GREEN .D

1 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

2 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

3 15% 15% 15% 15% 15%

4 20% 20% 20% 20%

5 10% 10% 10%

6 5% 5% 5%

7 3% 3% 3%

8 2% 2% 2%

9 1% 1%

10 1%

11 0,5%

The Matching Bonus is 

calculated on the Team 

Bonus as per the table. 

 

The Matching Bonus is 

the most coveted bonus 

from leaders!



M
The Matching Bonus is calculated on the Bonus Team of your downline, because you are encouraged to always support them: the more they earn the more 

you will earn. Being a true Leader means helping your team grow, USHARE® recognizes this important role 

Example 

an indirect mine present at the fourth level of my downline receives € 100 of Team Bonus, if I qualify for Emerald I get € 20 of Matching Bonus

How the 
Matching Bonus works



RAWARD 
for each 
qualification step

You are rewarded at each qualification step with an 

additional bonus (which for convenience for the 

purposes of the Compensation Plan we will call 

"RANK BONUS".



Rank Bonus

QUALIFICATIONS BRACKET A BRACKET B BRACKET C
PEARL 40 € 20 € 5 € in DTCoin*

SHAPPIRE 100 € 50 € 13 € in DTCoin*

RUBY 300 € 150 € 38 € in DTCoin*

EMERALD 1.000 € 500 € 125 € in € e DTCoin

DIAMOND 3.000 € 1.500 € 375 € in € e DTCoin

BLUE DIAMOND 5.000 € 2.500 € 625 € in € e  DTCoin

GREEN DIAMOND 15.000 € 7.500 € 1.875 € in € e  DTCoin

PURPLE DIAMOND 65.000 € 32.500 € 8.125 € in € e DTCoin

RED DIAMOND 120.000 € 60.000 € 15.000 € in € e DTCoin

BLACK DIAMOND 300.000 € 150.000 € 37.500 € in € e DTCoin

DOUBLE BLACK DIAMOND 1.000.000 € 500.000 € 125.000 € in € e DTCoin

The Rank Bonus is an additional bonus in DTCoin®, for each qualification achieved, in addition to the commissions 

previously seen, you will also receive a prize in DTCoin®: the cryptocurrency of the DTCircle ecosystem

*the DTCoin® are optioned(Pearl - Sapphire - Ruby)

 



RHow the 
Rank Bonus works
The Rank Bonus is an additional incentive bonus, for each qualification level achieved, in addition to the commissions previously seen, you will also 

receive an additional amount in DTCoin, the currency of the DTCircle ecosystem. 

From the Emerald qualification level, the 70/30 rule is applied: 

•  An amount corresponding to 70% will be paid by bank transfer in Euros 

• 30% DTCoin exchangeable in the reference market 

 

From the status of Emerald up, managed according to the aforementioned rule, the company reserves the right to provide them in a single solution or in 

multiple tranches, within, however, a maximum period of 3 months from the conversion request.



FAST 
START 
BONUS

EXTRA



50K
The Fast Start Bonus (FSB) is the system that allows you to earn from the first month of activity. 

In addition to this Bonus, you will also be entitled to the ordinary Provisional Compensation Plan amounts (provided that you are entitled). 

What do you say, is it worth the effort and listening to the advice of those who will guide you on this path? 

ATTENTION: this is an additional and special bonus and it is not mandatory to respect the terms and conditions but your choice!

FAST START BONUS



Bonus

STEP 1  |  START

Bracket A - Min. 3.000 Rev, between personal and direct 

Bracket B - Min. 1.500 Rev, between personal and direct 

Bracket C - Min.    375 Rev, between personal and direct
START

Within 30 days from the date of your appointment as sharer 

Min 3 Directs with personal Ucard

Upon reaching the required requirements you will have a Bonus of 16,6%  on the 3.000 Rev

Bracket A -    500€ 
Bracket B -    250€ 
Bracket C - 62,50€

The total of the Revs must be produced in such a way that the sum of 
the weak lines is equal to at least 50% (of the REV required by step 1) of 
the strongest line

Min qualification Start



STEP 2  |  PEARL

Bonus

Bracket A - Min. 12.000 Rev, between personal and direct 

Bracket B - Min.   6.000 Rev, between personal and direct 

Bracket C - Min.   1.500 Rev, between personal and direct

With 60 days from the date of your appointment as sharer 

Min 1 New Direct with personal Ucard

Bracket A -   1.500€ 
Bracket B -      750€ 
Bracket C - 187,50€

Pearl Qualification

PEARL

Upon reaching the required requirements you will have a Bonus on the 12.000 Rev of 12,5%

The total of the Revs must be produced in such a way that the sum of 
the weak lines is equal to at least 50% (of the REV required by step 1) of 
the strongest line



STEP 3  |  RUBY

Bonus

Bracket A - Min. 30.000 Rev, between personal and direct 

Bracket B - Min. 15.000 Rev, between personal and direct 

Bracket C - Min.   3.750 Rev, between personal and direct

With 90 days from the date of your appointment as sharer 

Min 1 New Direct with personal Ucard

Bracket A - 3.000€ 
Bracket B - 1.500€ 
Bracket C -    375€

RUBY

Ruby Qualification 

Upon reaching the required requirements you will have a Bonus on the 30.000 Rev of 10%

The total of the Revs must be produced in such a way that the sum of 
the weak lines is equal to at least 50% (of the REV required by step 1) of 
the strongest line



STEP 4  |  DIAMOND

Bonus

Bracket A - Min. 150.000 Rev, between personal and direct  

Bracket B - Min.   75.000 Rev, between personal and direct 

Bracket C - Min.   18.750 Rev, between personal and direct

With 180 days from the date of your appointment as sharer 

Diamond Qualification 

Min 3 New Directs with personal Ucard

Bracket A - 15.000€ 
Bracket B -   7.500€ 
Bracket C -   1.875€

DIAMOND

Upon reaching the required requirements you will have a Bonus on the 150.000 Rev of 10%

The total of the Revs must be produced in such a way that the sum of 
the weak lines is equal to at least 50% (of the REV required by step 1) of 
the strongest line



STEP 5  |  BLUE DIAMOND

Bonus

Bracket A - Min. 300.000 Rev, between personal and direct 

Bracket B - Min. 150.000 Rev, between personal and direct 

Bracket C - Min.   37.500 Rev, between personal and direct

Within 270 days from the date of your appointment as sharer 

Blue Diamond Qualification

Min 3 New Directs with personal Ucard

Bracket A - 30.000€ 
Bracket B - 15.000€ 
Bracket C -   3.750€

BLUE 
DIAMOND

Upon reaching the required requirements you will have a Bonus on the 150.000 Rev of 10%

The total of the Revs must be produced in such a way that the sum of 
the weak lines is equal to at least 50% (of the REV required by step 1) of 
the strongest line



FS
Summary of the rules Countries in the 
A Bracket regulate the Fast Start Bonus
Fast Start Bonus rules: 

1. Within 30 days: START - minimum 3000 Rev (personal and direct), with minimum 3 direct with personal Ucard min. 80 Rev, with the 50% rule = maximum 

1,500 Rev each line 

2. Within 60 days: PEARL - minimum 12.000 Rev (personal, direct and team) with the 50% rule = maximum 6.000 Rev each line, with personal Ucard min. 80 

Rev  

3. Within 90 days: RUBY - minimum 30.000 Rev (personal, direct and team) with the 50% rule = maximum 15.000 Rev each line, with minimum 1 new direct 

with personal Ucard min. 80 Rev 

4. Within 180 days: DIAMOND - minimum 150.000 Rev (personal, direct and team) with the 50% rule = maximum 75.000 Rev each line, with minimum 3 new 

direct with personal Ucard min. 80 Rev 

5. Within 270 days: BLUE DIAMOND - minimum 300,000 Rev (personal, direct and team) with the 50% rule = maximum 150.000 Rev each line, with 

minimum 3 new direct with personal Ucard min. 80 Revù 

ps: personal purchases are to be considered as a single line for the 50% rule 

Note: the rules applied to the Fast Start Bonus can be consulted at any time in the download area of the Sharer’s personal dashboard



FS
Summary of the rules Countries in the 
B Bracket regulate the Fast Start Bonus
Fast Start Bonus rules: 

1. Within 30 days: START - minimum 1.500 Rev (personal and direct), with minimum 3 direct with personal Ucard min. 32 Rev, with the 50% rule = maximum 

750 Rev each line 

2. Within 60 days: PEARL - minimum 6.000 Rev (personal, direct and team) with the 50% rule = maximum 3.000 Rev each line, with personal Ucard min. 32 

Rev  

3. Within 90 days: RUBY - minimum 15.000 Rev (personal, direct and team) with the 50% rule = maximum 7.500 Rev each line, with minimum 1 new direct 

with personal Ucard min. 32 Rev 

4. Within 180 days: DIAMOND - minimum 75.000 Rev (personal, direct and team) with the 50% rule = maximum 37.500 Rev each line, with minimum 3 new 

direct with personal Ucard min. 32 Rev 

5. Within 270 days: BLUE DIAMOND - minimum 150,000 Rev (personal, direct and team) with the 50% rule = maximum 75.000 Rev each line, with minimum 

3 new direct with personal Ucard min. 32 Rev 

ps: personal purchases are to be considered as a single line for the 50% rule 

Note: the rules applied to the Fast Start Bonus can be consulted at any time in the download area of the Sharer’s personal dashboard



FS
Summary of the rules Countries in the 
C Bracket regulate the Fast Start Bonus
Fast Start Bonus rules: 

1. Within 30 days: START - minimum 375 Rev (personal and direct), with minimum 3 direct with personal Ucard min. 16 Rev, with the 50% rule = maximum 

188 Rev each line 

2. Within 60 days: PEARL - minimum 1.500 Rev (personal, direct and team) with the 50% rule = maximum 750 Rev each line, with personal Ucard min. 16 Rev  

3. Within 90 days: RUBY - minimum 3.750 Rev (personal, direct and team) with the 50% rule = maximum 1.875 Rev each line, with minimum 1 new direct 

with personal Ucard min. 16 Rev 

4. Within 180 days: DIAMOND - minimum 18.750 Rev (personal, direct and team) with the 50% rule = maximum 9.375 Rev each line, with minimum 3 new 

direct with personal Ucard min. 16 Rev 

5. Within 270 days: BLUE DIAMOND - minimum 37.500 Rev (personal, direct and team) with the 50% rule = maximum 18.750 Rev each line, with minimum 3 

new direct with personal Ucard min. 16 Rev 

ps: personal purchases are to be considered as a single line for the 50% rule 

Note: the rules applied to the Fast Start Bonus can be consulted at any time in the download area of the Sharer’s personal dashboard



SEZIONE 5

The statement of remuneration is published by the 15th of each month 

on the revs accrued in the previous month based on the qualification 

achieved. The payment of the commissions will be made within 5 

working days from the request made by the Sharer. 

The request must be made in «Accreditation Summary» after entering 

your bank reference 

The numbering of the invoice for those with a VAT number can be 

changed when payment is requested

COMMISSION 
DELIVERY



Commission 
withrawal
• The amount corresponding to 70% of the accrued commissions will be paid 

in euros by bank transfer to the current account indicated by you. The 

transfer will be made within 5 days of the request and may be subject to 

commissions. 

• The amount corresponding to 30% is disbursed in DTCoin in READY FOR 

FMC of the Sharer in question, is available" at any time and can be 

maintained or sold in the reference market according to the volumes and 

limits of the market itself. 

• With regard to the Rank Bonus from the qualification of Emerald up, 

managed according to the aforementioned rule, SPM srl reserves the right 

to disburse the relative amounts in a single solution or in multiple tranches, 

within, however, a maximum term of three (3) months from the conversion 

request. 



The richest people in the world build networks. 
Everyone else is trained to look for work. 



NOWSTART 
NOW
Ushare® is the access key to a magical project in which you will always have 
the certainty that whoever is part of it will give its utmost commitment to 
make it grow over time. 

Having one of the products of the DTCircle ecosystem today will be like 
having a painting by Van Gogh, or the first Ferrari ever built. 

It will mean taking an active part in the economic revolution that is 
overwhelming us. 

It will mean being able to say "I was there, and I bought a piece of history"



CONTACT
SELECTION 6



Facebook/ushare.marketing

Instagram/ushare.marketing

Youtube/ushare.marketing

FOLLOW US ONLINE

WE’RE
SOCIAL
RELA
TIONS



CONTACT

t.me/ushareinternational

INFO@USHARE.MARKETING

USHARE.MARKETING



DISCLAIMER
The amounts indicated in this document are absolutely not representative of the income that a 
Sharer will automatically receive by joining becoming a Sharer. These amounts must therefore not 
be considered as earning guarantees. Any guarantee of earnings that should be made damage 
Sharer would be misleading and, in any case, not authorized by SPM Srl. The possible earnings 
indicated in this Compensation Plan depend exclusively on the individual commitment in promoting 
the sale of products and services and are therefore based on the activity carried out by the Sharer 
personally and by the other Sharers that make up the sales team.  

The purchase of the personal Ucard by the Sharer must always be proportionate as regards the 
amount, the actual life requirements of the Sharer itself, as well as the economic possibilities of the 
latter. The Compensation Plan can be periodically modified according to company needs . SPM Srl 
will notify any changes, according to the procedures set out in the IVD Appointment Letter. 

The Compensation Plan in force is the one published on the website www.ushare.marketing



© SPM srl USHARE® | Revised - march 2020 


